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We hope you enjoy this
newsletter and we always

value your feedback.
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"When I started counting my blessings, my"When I started counting my blessings, my"When I started counting my blessings, my
whole life turned around"whole life turned around"whole life turned around"

   – Willie Nelson– Willie Nelson– Willie Nelson
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"We must find time to stop and
thank the people who make a

difference in our lives" 

—John F. Kennedy

"Let gratitude be the pillow upon which you kneel to say your"Let gratitude be the pillow upon which you kneel to say your"Let gratitude be the pillow upon which you kneel to say your
nightly prayer. And let faith be the bridge you build to overcomenightly prayer. And let faith be the bridge you build to overcomenightly prayer. And let faith be the bridge you build to overcome

evil and welcome good."evil and welcome good."evil and welcome good."    

― Maya Angelou― Maya Angelou― Maya Angelou

"Enjoy the little things, for one"Enjoy the little things, for one"Enjoy the little things, for one
day you may look back andday you may look back andday you may look back and

realize they were the big things."realize they were the big things."realize they were the big things."

― Robert Brault― Robert Brault― Robert Brault
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What kind of
shoes does a

spy wear?

Joke of the
month

It’s impossible to hum
a tune while holding

your nose

You thought you could
do it didn’t you?

Did you know?

Sneakers

Harry Potter played
by Daniel Radcliffe...

went through nearly
70 wands and 160

pairs of glasses
during the making of
the Harry Potter films

Did you know?

GOT JOKES /
DID YOU KNOW?



Tech Tip of
the Month!
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  The scroll wheel on your mouse can be used to open up aThe scroll wheel on your mouse can be used to open up a
link in a new tablink in a new tab  

Treat yourself to a new mouse. 
BrainWave Computers has a wide variety to choose from.

Treat yourself to a new mouse. 
BrainWave Computers has a wide variety to choose from.
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If you see a clickable link you can automatically open theIf you see a clickable link you can automatically open the
link up in a new tab by hovering over the link and clickinglink up in a new tab by hovering over the link and clicking

down on the scroll wheel.down on the scroll wheel.
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Gwen Sina

"My son purchased all the parts to build out his ‘dream’ gaming pc.
They reviewed the components he chose, made some suggestions to
make it even better and put it together. Reasonable prices, excellent

service and quick turn around. Support local businesses!"

Abdi Chaichi

"I am very impressed by their knowledgeable staff, speedy repairs
and good customer interaction."

Joan Ayala

"BrainWave Computers hires people with amazing tech-
oriented minds and the company runs like it's the 60s.

Personal care, excellent work, always "the extra mile". Last
time I went in for my computer, the tech noticed that my

phone was dirty. He took it apart and thoroughly cleaned it
while taking my order. Trust me. This is an old school shop

and the techs are 100% knowledgeable."
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503.626.6264

BRAINWAVE DESKTOPS
COME WITH A 2 YEAR EXTRA WARRANTY

2 + 2 = 4 YEAR TOTAL WARRANTY*

BRAINWAVE BRANDEDBRAINWAVE BRANDED
COMPUTERS NOW AVAILABLE!!!COMPUTERS NOW AVAILABLE!!!  

*Standard 2-year warranty includes parts & labor for all covered warranties - maintenance and normal wear and tear are not included

*OFFER ONLY AVAILABLE TO THE FIRST
100 BUILDS SOLD!!!


